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If pathological gambling can wreak personal, social, and economic havoc on the
average American who brings home $2038.40 in pre-tax income every four weeks
[1], how much more so for those among us for whom $200 must last the month?
Such is one of the questions posed by Robert J.Tekniepe in his masters thesis,
Prevalence of problematic gambling behavior: An exploratory study of the low
income population of Las Vegas, NV [2]. Tekniepe’s methodology is reasonably
simple; He conducts face-to-face interviews using a questionnaire comprised of
the DSM IV criteria  for  pathological  gambling and his  own demographically-
oriented questions. The surveys are given to attendees of the Southern Nevada
Homeless Coalition’s 4th Annual Stand Down, a convention-like event organized
to  provide  low  income  individuals  with  access  array  of  social  services  and
programs. Those interviewed (n=2,432) were placed into one of three groups: the
homeless,  those  at  risk  of  becoming  homeless  (e.g.,  residents  of  temporary
housing), and the non-homeless. Of course, there are several possible biases of
which to be cognizant. That the study was conducted in the gambling capital of
the nation might render the findings of limited use for epidemiological work in
cities where gaming is less accessible. Additionally,  the sample included only
those  that  attended  the  Stand  Down convention,  which  may  or  may  not  be
representative of the Las Vegas homeless population at large. Nevertheless, the
study  does  point  to  a  marked  difference  in  the  prevalence  of  pathological
gambling between the homeless and the other two groups:

Tekniepe’s work provides a venerable point of departure for further research on
the relationship between homelessness and compulsive gambling. The prevalence
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of drug and alcohol abuse among the homeless has been well-documented, but a
study examining the rates of co-morbidity of substance abuse and pathological
gambling among the homeless might yield interesting results. Johnson, Freels,
Parson,  and Vangeest  (1997)  make use  of  the  opposing  paradigms of  social
selection and social adaptation to look at causal relationships between substance
abuse and homelessness [3]. The social selection model sees homelessness as an
ultimate consequence of a debilitating life factor such as compulsive gambling,
while social adaptation would regard the same condition as a means of adaptation
employed to deal with the trauma of homelessness.

Essentially a social scientific version of the mythic “chicken and egg” paradox, the
question of “which came first” is hardly trivial and should be considered further
throughout the addiction sciences.
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